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Close automation and orchestration

Close automation and orchestration—A side-by-side comparison 
of SAP S/4HANA Cloud for Advanced Financial Closing (AFC) and 
BlackLine SmartClose

1. Introduction

Scope of the Whitepaper

Closing the books and financial reporting of multiple legal 
entities is a recurring activity of all corporations that involves 
a lot of manual steps and coordination of activities across 
several departments. The goal of digitalizing this process is 
always the same: automation of as many steps as possible and 
orchestration of the diverse manual steps and controls of the 
departments involved.

There are a multitude of solutions from different software 
vendors to achieve the goals mentioned above. This whitepaper 
focusses on the comparison of two solutions for companies 
that run their accounting and financial close activities in SAP 
ERP or SAP S/4HANA. The two solutions compared are SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud for Advanced Financial Closing (AFC) and 
BlackLine SmartClose.

The comparison of the two solutions is structured in 
three sections: 

• Management of task lists 
• Processing of closing tasks
• Reporting

The first section Management of task lists is relevant for a close 
manager (e.g. GL team lead) who is responsible for the period-
end close process and has to prepare the closing checklists. 
We show how AFC and SmartClose differ in the setup of a close 
template and the periodic release of task lists. We also present 
how the solutions compare regarding the setup of different task 
types (e.g. automation possibilities) and regarding the setup of 
the calendar and scheduling options.

The second section Processing of closing tasks concentrates 
on the day-to-day processing of closing tasks during the 
period-end process and is relevant for all accountants and 
other personnel involved in the process. We show that the 
applications in both solutions are quite comparable and allow 
the user to get a quick overview of the tasks at hand, get 
notified when tasks are due or when automatic job runs have 
completed to check the results and take action. 

The last section Reporting is not only relevant for the close 
manager but also for higher level executives in the finance 
department who want to get a quick overview over the status 
of the close process. We show which options are available 
in both solutions regarding dashboards and list reports. We 
also show additional reports that can be used by super users 
or administrators to get a quick overview in case of technical 
issues.

SAP S/4HANA Cloud for Advanced Financial Closing (AFC)

SAP AFC is the successor solution of the SAP Financial Closing 
Cockpit (FCc). Unlike FCc it is a cloud solution, or Software-as-a-
Service (SaaS), that is hosted on the SAP Business Technology 
Platform (BTP), but this does not mean that it is only available 
for SAP S/4HANA Cloud customers. It can be connected to 
multiple SAP S/4HANA onPremise, SAP ERP onPremise and SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud systems and thus allow a closing hub scenario.

One of the benefits of the cloud solution is the regular update 
of the system, so that customers get new functionalities 
automatically. The release cycle is divided in weekly hotfixes 
(correction of issues), monthly feature deliveries (e.g. new filter 
criteria) and quarterly major releases (e.g. new integration 
options). The up to date feature roadmap can be found online 
here.

BlackLine SmartClose

SmartClose is the close automation and orchestration solution 
from BlackLine and originates from the acquisition of Runbook 
in 2016. It is an add-on solution for SAP on-premise solutions 
such as SAP ERP or S/4HANA and thus has to be installed on 
each backend system. Compared with AFC it currently brings a 
broader functionality scope in terms of automation possibilities 
and scheduling options but it lacks the regular automatic 
feature updates that SAP AFC as a SaaS-solution has and it also 
cannot work across systems such as SAP AFC.

BlackLine plans to release a new solution called Accounting 
Studio which will be a cloud based hub for the orchestration 
and automation of the financial close process and potentially 
replace SmartClose in the long run. More information can be 
found online here.

https://roadmaps.sap.com/board?BC=005056821C321ED8A2CE75A4E0A000FF&range=CURRENT-LAST#Q1%202023
https://www.blackline.com/blog/blackline-accounting-studio/


Introduction

At period-end, may it be month-end, quarter-end or year-end, 
accountants need a closing calendar, or task list, that schedules 
all necessary activities of the entity and group close for all 
company codes while considering the dependencies between 
tasks. A close automation and orchestration solution such as 
SAP AFC or BlackLine SmartClose needs to have an application 
to manage the task lists, to assign tasks to users, link tasks with 
dependencies and setup technical jobs for automatic runs. 
These functionalities are shown and compared on the next 
pages in sections 1.1 to 1.5.

2.1 Application for task list management

Section 1.1 compares the application for the management of 
task lists in both solutions. In essence, the solutions are quite 
comparable and provide the user with a list with all available 
task lists. In both solutions there are basic functionalities 
for the creation of new lists, editing, copying and deletion. 
Furthermore it is possible to pause or hold active task lists and 
reactivate them in SAP AFC as well as in BlackLine SmartClose. 
The differences of the solutions reveal themselves in the details 
of the template creation (section 1.2.), the available task types 
and automation possibilities (section 1.3.), the implementation 
of calendar and scheduling functionalities (section 1.4.) and the 
periodic release of a task list (section 1.5.).

2.2 Creation of a task list template

SAP AFC and BlackLine SmartClose differ in the way how the 
template for the closing calendar/task list is setup.
 
In AFC the general task list structure of a company code can be 
modeled in a so called Task List Model. The main template is the 
so called Task List Template which is a tree-like structure and 
includes the individual task lists for all company codes (or one 
task list with central jobs for multiple company codes). From the 
template a Task List has to be created monthly/quarterly/yearly.

In BlackLine SmartClose a template is called Scenario and 
includes all tasks for an entity close for a given period (e.g. for 
month-end close 03/2023). To apply the Scenario to multiple 
company codes, SmartClose uses a rollout functionality.

2.3 Task types

Both solutions have the possibility to setup manual tasks (i.e. 
to function as reminders e.g. to post an accrual) or automatic 
tasks using the functionality to run SAP programs as a job. 
SmartClose furthermore has the functionality for automatic 
report analysis, integration of SAP workflows and the possibility 
to setup automatic email reports with attachments.

2.4 Calendar and scheduling

The planning of tasks in a closing calendar/task list requires 
that a day, time and time zone has to be entered for each task. 
Days are usually planned relatively to the closing date e.g. 31.12. 
which is often called ultimo or working day 0. If a task has to be 
done for example two days before ultimo, the task is planned 
for working day -2. The actual weekday of working day -2 then 
depends on the factory calendar which defines the working 
days of each month as well as non-working days like weekends 
or bank holidays. If ultimo is a Friday, then working day -2 will be 
the Wednesday before whereas if ultimo is a Monday, working 
day -2 will be the Thursday before, if weekends are defined as 
non-working days in the factory calendar. Another element 
that has to be considered for each task is the frequency for the 
consideration of the task. For example the task “Balance Carry 
Forward” should only be considered at the year-end close, but 
not at the month-end and quarter-end closes.
Both solutions provide the functionalities described in the 
paragraph above. Regarding the frequencies, day and time 
settings SmartClose offers a bit more flexibility than AFC 
allowing for custom frequencies and a flexible time frame 
especially for the scheduling of jobs.

2.5 Creation of a task list

As described above AFC and SmartClose differ in the way how 
the template of a task list is setup. This also applies for the 
generation of the task list.

In AFC a Task List for the period-end close has to be generated 
and released from the Task List Template. If for example a task 
list for the month-end close 06/2022 needs to be prepared, the 
Task List Template has to be selected and then the functionality 
for generating the task list has to be applied stating the closing 
key date 30.06.2022. Afterwards the task list can be checked 
and released.

In SmartClose the release is a bit different. A Scenario is a 
mixture of a task list and template. To generate a month-end 
task list e.g. for 06/2022 the previous Scenario 05/2022 has to 
be copied to a new version, the key date adjusted to 30.06.2022 
and afterwards the rollout functionality has to be used to 
generate the individual task lists for the company codes.

Overview

2. Management of task lists

Close automation and orchestration
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SAP AFC

The management of task lists is done in AFC in the app Manage 
Closing Task lists. When the app is opened it shows two tabs, 
one which shows a list with all templates and one which shows 
a list with all task lists that have been generated from the 
templates. The lists can be searched and filtered or exported to 
MS Excel.

On the Templates tab, the user can perform the following 
functionalities on a template:

• Create a new template
• Display details
• Copy
• Edit
• Delete 
• Generate a task list from a template

On the Task Lists tab, the following functionalities are possible 
for task lists:

• Release/Undo release
• Pause/Reactivate
• Set to Completed/Undo Set to Completed
• Delete

If a task list is released, it will be shown as available for the users 
in the Process Closing Task Lists app and automatic jobs will 
start running, when the planned start date and time is reached. 
As long as no task has been changed in a released task list (e.g. 
via job scheduling) the release of a task list can still be undone. 
Once a task has been changed in a released task list the release 
cannot be undone, but the list can be paused, so that jobs are 
not running automatically during that time. A paused task list 
can be edited and then released again with reactivate. Task lists 
will be set to completed once the period-end close activities are 
finalized to „archive“ the list.

BlackLine SmartClose

In SmartClose the user can use transaction “/PXY/RB0” 
(Overview of scenarios) in SAP GUI to manage scenarios. 
The app shows a list of all active (i.e. not archived) scenarios 
that can be executed (comparable to SAP AFC). As in SAP 
AFC the list can be searched and filtered and also exported 
to MS Excel. Compared with SAP AFC, SmartClose does not 
differentiate in task list templates and task lists and instead 
uses a so called scenario which is a mixture of a template and a 
task list. Scenarios are managed and executed from the same 
transaction Overview of scenarios.

The user can perform the following actions on a scenario:

• Create a new scenario
• Display details
• Copy
• Edit
• Delete
• Lock/Unlock
• Hold
• Archive
• Rollout scenario to company codes

Scenarios include the closing dates and times of a particular 
period-end close. A close manager need to regularly copy the 
scenario to adjust the dates/times for the next close and use 
the rollout functionality to roll the task list out to company 
codes. The lock status needs to be set to unlock, so that 
users are able to execute tasks. After the period-end close is 
finalized and all tasks have been performed the close manager 
can archive the scenario, so that the app only lists the active 
scenarios (archived scenarios can be viewed separately).

2.1 Application for task list management
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SAP AFC

A task list template is built as a hierarchical, tree-like structure. 
The root is called Client, which is not the same as the SAP 
Client in the connected backend systems, and is set by AFC 
automatically. As AFC is a closing hub solution, the first node(s) 
that need to be set are the communication systems i.e. the SAP 
systems that you use e.g. for your financial accounting. In the 
example there is one SAP S/4HANA onPremise system “AFC_
S4H_OPN” connected. 

Underneath the communication system there are various 
ways how to structure the tasks. In the example the tasks are 
structured first by company codes (company code “BestRun 
DE” in the screenshot), then by function (“Accounts Receivable 
(O2C” etc.).

On task level the following properties are maintained:

• Task type (see next page)
• Users and authorizations
• Task schedule (working day, time, time zone)
• Closing type (Monthly, Quarterly, Yearly, Special)
• Job parameters (job variant)
• Dependencies to other tasks
• Notification setup
• Custom fields (for reporting)

To build a Task List Template in SAP AFC, a building block 
approach can be used. Therefore a single task setup can be 
saved as a so called Task Model in the connected SAP backend 
systems which includes the job parameters and closing type 
(but not users and task schedule). The folder structure of a 
company code can be saved as a so called Task List Model 
using the defined Task Models and defining dependencies 
between them. The Task List Template in the SAP AFC 
frontend can then be built using the Task List Models and Task 
Models.

BlackLine SmartClose

Task list templates are called Scenarios in SmartClose. 
Scenarios are either created for all company codes (“Entity” field 
is empty) or for a representative company code (e.g. BL00 in the 
screenshot) and contain all necessary closing tasks. 

In the example there is the scenario “Period End Closing 
Scenario” which includes all the tasks that need to be 
performed for period end. This scenario is then rolled out 
to company codes (see section Creation of a task list from a 
template).

On task level the following properties are maintained:

Task type (see next page)
Users and authorizations
Execution mode
Rollout option
Task schedule (frequency, time zone, planning profile etc.)
Job parameters (job variant)
Dependencies to other tasks
Notification setup
Custom fields (for reporting)
Internal controls

A template for a task setup can be saved as a so called Task 
Template.

2.2 Creation of a task list template
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SAP AFC

The following automatic task types are currently available:

• SAP Jobs

SAP jobs can be used to automate SAP programs e.g. to 
automatically run the depreciation posting run via AFC. Jobs 
can be setup to automatically run at a given date and time and 
dependent of the successful finalization of predecessor tasks 
or they can be triggered by a user. All job details are available 
within the task in SAP AFC such as job log, spool, Batch Input 
file, result list depending on the ABAP program. Jobs can also 
be setup to trigger automations setup in the SAP Build Process 
Automation (e.g. iRPA bots). Job chains can be setup by linking 
tasks of the task type “Job” using dependencies.

The following manual task types are currently available:

• Fiori apps
• Notes
• Web Application

Fiori apps can be used to create a reminder for a user to 
process a manual task and includes a link to the Fiori app in the 
connected SAP system. For example there could be the task 
“Define distribution rules for assets under construction” which 
is setup as task type Fiori app. If the user clicks on the task in 
AFC the system opens the Fiori app “Define Distribution Rules 
for AuC” in the connected SAP system. In BlackLine SmartClose 
there is no possibility to include Fiori apps. Another possibility 
to use this task type is to register SAP T-Codes that can be 
triggered via SAP AFC (comparable with the task type “Execute 
Transaction” in BlackLine SmartClose).

Notes can be used like Fiori apps to create reminders for 
manual activities or to create deadlines/milestones. The 
user can manually change the task status to “Checked” after 
execution.

Web Application are like notes but also include a weblink to a 
website and can be used e.g. to link to a consolidation system 
which has a webinterface.

Further automation possibilities are on the SAP Roadmap like 
the integration of Robotic Process Automation (RPA), automatic 
balance validation or the scheduling of third-party application.

BlackLine SmartClose

The following automatic task types are currently available:

• Create Batch Job
• Milestones
• Report Analysis
• Email Report
• Process Flow

Create Batch Job is comparable to SAP Jobs in SAP AFC and 
can be used to automate the run of SAP programs.

Milestones can be used to automatically inform the user 
with a notification once the individual defined tasks have been 
completed. Therefore the milestone has to be connected to 
other tasks using dependencies (the same can be achieved in 
SAP AFC using task type Note.)

Report Analysis can be used to automatically analyze and 
interpret SAP outputs from SAP jobs. This may be limited in SAP 
S/4HANA programs, in case the updated programs no longer 
provide a spool list.

Email Report is a functionality to automatically send an email 
with an attachment from SAP (e.g. logs) to a group of users.

Process Flow gives the possibility to setup a workflow 
including multiple tasks behind a single task in the task list.

The following manual task types are currently available:

• Execute Transaction
• Run Report
• Complete Desk Procedure
• Start Hyperlink

Execute Transaction can be used to create a reminder for a 
user to execute a transaction.

Run Report can be used to manually trigger a SAP program 
with a variant (comparable to manually triggering of SAP jobs in 
SAP AFC).

Complete Desk Procedure can be used to create reminders 
for manual activities (comparable to SAP AFC task type Note).

Start Hyperlink include a weblink to a website (comparable to 
SAP AFC task type Weblink).

2.3 Task types
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SAP AFC

The scheduling day and time of a task in SAP AFC is determined 
by the following factors:

• Closing Type of the task
• Task Schedule settings of the task
• Factory Calendar of the template (or folders)
• Closing Key Date of the task list

First of all the Closing Type of a task (Month-End, Quarter-End, 
Year-End, Special-End) determines if a task is considered in a 
given task list or not (e.g. the task “Balance Carry Forward” will 
only be set as Year-End Closing Task, so it will not be considered 
in Month-End or Quarter-End task lists).

The Task Schedule settings of a task determine the day and 
time of the task. The day of a task is set as relative distance 
(number of working days) to the Closing Key Date (which is 
usually the last day of the month e.g. 31.12.2022) and is called 
Offset in Days. To determine which days of a month are working 
days SAP AFC uses the Factory Calendar which can be setup 
for the whole task list template or on folder level to distinguish 
e.g. per Country. SAP AFC uses the Factory Calendar settings 
from the SAP backend system (e.g. SAP calendar setup in 
transaction SCAL in the case of SAP S/4HANA onPremise). The 
time can be set using the Planned Start Time and Time Zone. 
Additionally the duration of the task can be set in the fields 
Duration in Days, Duration in Hours and Duration in Minutes.

As an example take the close for December 2022. The task list 
will be set with Closing Key Date 31.12.2022. This is a Saturday, 
so tasks planned on Offset 0 will be planned for Friday 
30.12.2022, tasks planned on Offset -1 (working day -1) will be 
planned on Thursday 29.12.2022 and tasks planned on Offset 1 
(working day +1) will be planned on Monday 02.01.2023.

BlackLine SmartClose

The scheduling day and time of a task in BlackLine SmartClose 
is determined by the following factors:

• Custom Frequency of the task
• Planning settings of the task
• Base Date of the scenario

First of all the Custom Frequency of a task determines in 
which closing cycle a task is considered. Compared to SAP AFC 
it is not only possible to setup monthly, quarterly or yearly 
frequencies but also frequencies like “January only”.

The Planning settings of a task determine the day and time of 
the task. First of all the Planning profile determines if the day 
of the task is planned using working days (standard profile), a 
specific day of week (e.g. Mondays), a fixed day of the month 
(e.g. first day of the month) or another custom frequency. The 
Calendar code determines the factory calendar which needs 
to be maintained in SmartClose. With the standard profile the 
day of a task will be determined using the Base Date (usually 
the last day of the month e.g. 31.12.2022) and an Offset  
of days.

Additionally SmartClose allows to setup a Lead time and a 
Time frame for each task to allow for a more flexible planning 
of tasks that do not necessarily have to be scheduled on a 
certain day and time but which can be scheduled between 
two periods in time. The Lead time is the number of days 
between the earliest and latest start date of the task and the 
Time frame is the number of days between the latest start 
date and the end date of the task. The dates are then calculated 
by SmartClose, the user only needs to enter the times for the 
Earliest start date, Latest start date and End date and the 
Time zone for the task.

2.4 Calendar and scheduling
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SAP AFC

A Task list is basically the closing calendar and checklist for a 
given month, quarter or year that an employee can see in the 
Process Closing Tasks app. 

For example the task list “Month End Close 06/2022” includes 
all tasks that have to run for the June 2022 month-end close 
and specifies e.g. that the depreciation posting run should run 
on 30.06.2022. Tasks within a task list can be setup to run for 
a specific organizational unit (Controlling Area, Company Code, 
Plant) or across several organizational units. In the example of 
the depreciation posting run this task can be setup for each 
company code individually or there could be one task that runs 
the depreciation posting run for multiple company codes. 

A task list is a specific instance of a Task list template. The 
task list template does not include actual dates (e.g. 30.06.2022) 
but uses working days (e.g. working day 0 would be 30.06.2022, 
working day -1 would be 29.06.2022 and working day +1 would 
be 01.07.2022). The task list template is the main template in 
SAP AFC for the closing calendar/checklist and can be created 
and edited in the Manage Closing Task Lists app. If there is 
a monthly close process, then an employee has to monthly 
generate a task list based on this template. SAP AFC will then 
automatically replace the working days by actual dates using 
the working days setup in the tasks, the closing cutoff date and 
the factory calendar setup defined in the template.

When building a task list template there is the possibility to use 
task list models. A Task List Model defines a folder structure 
including tasks that have to be used for e.g. a company code. If 
the task list template is structured per company code this is the 
most efficient way to build the template.

BlackLine SmartClose

A scenario also already includes the posting period and year. 
To create a task list for a specific month, the scenario needs 
to be copied. Afterwards the period needs to be adjusted to 
reflect the period to be closed. As a last step the scenario 
needs to be rolled out to the company codes. After the roll out 
to the company codes it is possible to deactivate specific tasks 
company code by company code (e.g. deactivation of fixed 
asset tasks for a company code which does not use the FI-AA 
module). 

Of course it is also possible to create different scenarios and 
roll them out to different company codes, e.g. when the type 
of business differs. For example there could be a scenario 
“Overhead” for the company codes A and B and a second 
scenario “Production” for the company codes C, D and E. 
Both scenarios have different tasks (e.g. depreciation posting 
run is used for the production company codes but not for 
the overhead ones). For month-end closing the scenario 
“Overhead” will be rolled out to company codes A and B and the 
scenario “Production” will be rolled out to company codes C, D 
and E.

2.5 Creation of a task list
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Application for the processing of closing tasks

The processing of tasks is fairly identical in both solutions. The 
user (e.g. accountant) has an own application that shows all 
tasks (automatical and manual ones) that have to be processed 
in a list form including the status. In AFC this is done using the 
“Process Closing Tasks” app and in SmartClose the user has to 
use transaction “/PXY/RB0” in SAP GUI.

Automatic tasks will be performed by the system (AFC/
SmartClose) at the scheduled date and time. As these tasks 
can fail (e.g. errors during a depreciation posting run because 
of missing accounts), the user needs to check the status after 
the automatic task has been performed and solve the issues to 
re-run the task. Manual tasks need to be performed by the user 
who has to set the status to “green” in the system afterwards.

In SAP AFC the status overview can also be shown in a graphical 
form using a dependency network. Due tasks are shown in 
grey, successfully completed ones in green and failed ones in 
red.

Custom views

Both solutions allow the user to customize the list view using 
filter settings and save the custom view as a variant that can 
be re-used each time the user works with the list. This allows 
the user to either see only the tasks that he is responsible for 
or all tasks that have to be performed at the period-end close 
of a company code including tasks that are performed e.g. by 
another department.

Attachments and Notes

AFC and SmartClose have the possibility to store instructions/
manuals for each task so that the user (or a substitute) can check 
the detailed to do’s for the task. This is especially recommended 
for manual tasks but can also be used for automatic tasks (e.g. 
description of common job errors and resolution instructions).

Furthermore, the user can store attachments after a task has 
been processed. One example is the manual calculation and 
posting of a reserve where the user can attach a spreadsheet 
with the calculation of the reserve.

The user can also leave notes for each task in AFC and in 
SmartClose e.g. “The posting of HR reserves was done based 
on the spreadsheet provided by the HR department (see 
attachment)”.

System notifications

Especially for automated tasks it is useful that the system 
notifies the user that the task has been completed either with 
errors or without. Both solutions send an email notification to 
the user after job execution (plus additionally a popup message 
in the system). The email from AFC includes a weblink that 
leads to the task within the system, so that the user can check 
the spools and logs of the job. This reduces the data footprint 
and prevents that a mail with attachment is sent to the wrong 
recipient. The SmartClose email includes the logs/spools as 
email attachment. In both solutions it is also possible to setup 
email reminders when a task is due or overdue which is helpful 
for the manual tasks that have to be performed by the user.

Compared to AFC, the notification setup in SmartClose also 
allows to customize the notifications per team and user, to 
setup individual notification texts per task, to send reminders 
each X hours (where X can be customized) and to send 
messages between users within the system.

In SAP AFC notifications are setup using so called “Notification 
Scenarios” that define in which cases an email gets send to 
the user. It is then possible to decide for each task which 
notification scenario will be used.

Overview

3. Processing of closing tasks
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Transaction “/PXY/RB0” in SmartClose

Fiori app “Process Closing Tasks” in SAP AFC

Side-by-side comparison
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SAP AFC

In SAP AFC the following apps could be used for reporting 
purposes:

Close Manager/Accountants
• Manage Closing Task Lists/Process Closing Tasks
• Financial Close Overview
• Closing Task Completion

Super User/Administrator
• Change Log
• Monitor Business Logs
• Monitor Communication Systems

The Manage Closing Task Lists app can be used by a close 
manager to get an overview of the templates and task lists 
and their status using the filters or by downloading the lists for 
further analysis in a spreadsheet. The Process Closing Tasks 
app can be used by an accountant to get an overview of the tasks 
at hand for the period-end close as described in the section 
“Processing of closing tasks” above.

The apps described above present the data of the closing task 
lists in a list form. In SAP AFC there are two apps that show 
the data in a dashboard form: the Financial Close Overview 
app and the Closing Task Completion app. The first one is 
a predefined dashboard and the second one is an app that 
allows to configure custom dashboards based on the data and 
reporting characteristics available in AFC ( Currently there are 
three custom fields that can be used to enrich the tasks with 
custom reporting dimensions, but more flexibility is planned 
according to the SAP Roadmap). Both apps are shown in more 
details on the next pages.

The remaining apps mentioned above will be used primarily by 
AFC super users or administrators responsible for the operation 
or for audit purposes. To get a full audit trail, the app Change 
Log can be used to get an extract (Excel export) of all changes 
applied to Task List Templates, Task Lists and Tasks including 
information about the changed field, type of change, old and 
new value, user and time stamp. The app Monitor Business 
Logs provides an administrator with useful information in case 
of technical errors with the synchronization of the backend 
system or the scheduling of closing jobs. Another useful app 
for administrators is the Monitor Communication Systems 
app which gives an overview of all connected backend systems. 
The admin can see the status of the connection, when the last 
check has been performed and can check the connection with 
the click on a button. The same applies for the synchronization 
with the backend system (i.e. customizing settings). Furthermore 
the app shows an overview of the scheduled jobs which are in 
preparation and overdue to indicate where the business and IT 
have to follow up for error resolution. 

BlackLine SmartClose

In BlackLine SmartClose the following reports are available:

Close Manager/Accountants
• Scenario Overview/My Tasks
• Scenario execution XL
• Business Task Manager
• Scenario status across entities
• Scenario status across execution IDs

Super User/Administrator
• Task log details & Log report
• Scenario details drill down
• Scenario handbook
• Data integrity check
• Customer configuration details
• Check archive link attachment status

The Scenario Overview is comparable with the Manage Closing 
Task Lists app in SAP AFC and can be used by the close manager 
to get an overview about the closing task lists. My Tasks is 
comparable to the Process Closing Tasks app in SAP AFC and 
provides the accountant with his own closing calendar or task 
list. Both applications show the result in a list form.

From a dashboard perspective SmartClose offers the Scenario 
execution XL report which is comparable with the dashboards 
in SAP AFC (but allows unlimited custom defined reporting 
dimensions compared to the three custom fields in SAP AFC). It 
provides donut charts to give an overview of the task status and 
a list section with filtering options. The Business Task Manager 
report allows a detailed task status analysis per task or team, the 
Scenario status across entities report compares a set of tasks 
across entities and the Scenario status across execution IDs 
report compares a set of tasks between different points in time.

In SmartClose there are also a couple of reports targeted for 
super users of administrators. The Task log details and Log 
report can be used for audit trail analysis. The reports Scenario 
details drill down and Scenario handbook provide an 
overview of the close and can be also used by close managers. 
For error management and resolution admins can use the 
reports Data integrity check, Customer configuration 
details and Check archive link attachment status. All 
reports are described in more detail on the following pages.

Overview

4. Reporting
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App overview

Financial Close overview is a pre-configured dashboard in SAP 
AFC. It contains a filter section on the top and a dashboard 
section underneath containing multiple pre-configured visuals. 
The filter settings will be applied to all dashboard visuals. All 
visuals in the dashboard section can be used for further analysis 
by clicking on a data point on the visual. This will perform a 
drill-down and show the results in a separate dashboard in the 
Closing Task Completion app (see next section). This allows a 
drill-down from a global dashboard overview down to a single 
task which SAP calls semantic navigation.

Task Completion Overview

The Task Completion Rate shows how many tasks are completed 
without errors (e.g. 2%). The donut chart shows the number of 
tasks by task status. The click on a coloured item on the donut 
chart or one of the legend items opens a detailed task list—
You will be directed to the Closing Task Completion App which 
inherits the selected filters from Financial Close Overview.

Delayed Task Lists

Shows the delay of task lists that are still open. The click on a 
particular task list shows an overview of tasks that are still open. 

Completion Rate

Grants an overview on the relevant closing task lists with 
a completion ratio. Click on specific task list for detailed 
information.

Completion rate by company code

Grants an overview on the relevant closing tasks with a 
completion ratio (e.g. by company code, country or region). 
The click on a specific company code/country/region will revail 
detailed information.

Tasks to be approved

Shows all tasks (incl. Due date) that needs to be checked and 
approved by the users that are responsible for the given tasks.

Tasks with errors

Shows the number of errors per task list and the corresponding 
Company Code and Region.

Open Tasks

Shows which tasks are still open and need to be processed (incl. 
Due in days and responsible user).

SAP AFC—Financial Close Overview Filter section Dashboard section
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App overview

Closing Task Completion is an app that allows to configure and 
save custom dashboards in SAP AFC. The app has a filter section, 
a chart section and a table section, but it is also possible to just 
see the chart section or the table. The filter settings are applied 
to both the chart and table.

Chart section

There are 14 different chart types available that can be used 
in the chart section. Using the View By option allows to group 
categories and e.g. show the task status by Country.

Table section

The table section shows a list view of all tasks that are included 
in the chart section above. By clicking on the arrows on the right 
hand side of the table it is possible to directly navigate to the 
task itself to check for example the job logs or spool reports. 
Furthermore the dashboard is interactive e.g. if you click on the 
bar “Completed with Errors” in the bar chart, the table view will 
only show a list of all items that have completed with errors. 

Reporting characteristics

The Closing Task Completion app can use 39 dimensions and 8 
measures for reporting purposes. The dimensions include: Task 
list infos (e.g. task list ID, task list status), Task infos (e.g. task ID, 
task type, task description), Task status (e.g. task status, status 
changed by), Task timing (e.g. offset in days, planned start/
end), Close info (e.g. closing key date, posting period), Org unit 
(e.g. Company Code), Geography (e.g. Country, Region), User 
info (e.g. processing user, user responsible), Approval info (e.g. 
approval status, approved/rejected by) and Custom fields  
(3 custom fields). 

The measures include: Task amounts (Task Count, Completed 
Task Count), Percentages (Task Completion in Percent) and 
Durations/Due info (Due in days, Initial duration in hours, Initial 
duration in minutes, Planned duration in hours, Planned duration 
in minutes).

SAP AFC—Closing Task Completion
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Scenario execution XL

Business Task Manager

Scenario status across entities

Scenario status across execution IDs

The report “Business Task Manager” shows an overview of the 
task status and further task KPIs (total amount of tasks, running 
tasks, finished tasks etc.) per entity (e.g. Company Code). The 
report can be shown per task or per team.

The “Scenario status across entities” report can be used to 
compare the close status of one or multiple tasks across several 
entities (e.g. company codes).

This report allows to compare the status of several tasks of a 
company code across two task lists and allows a comparison 
of the start dates and times e.g. of two subsequent month-end 
closes. 

The “Scenario execution XL” report consists of a chart section 
and a table section. The chart section is a donut chart that 
shows the percentage of start times (Not started okay, Not 
started late, Started in time or Started late) and another donut 
chart (not shown in the screenshot) that shows the percentages 
of end times (Open okay, Open late, Ended in time, Ended late). 
The table section shows a list view of all the tasks. Chart and 
table can be filtered using the filter in the menu.

BlackLine SmartClose—Closing Manager Reports
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Task log details & Log report

Scenario details drill down

Scenario handbook

Data integrity check

Customer configuration details

Check archive link attachment status

The „Scenario handbook“ shows the complete closing task list in 
a handbook layout instead of a list output.

This report shows the result of several data integrity checks 
including scenarios without tasks, users with no profiles or SAP 
authorizations and teams with invalid operators.

This report produces an output containing information about the 
SAP environment in relation to Smart Close and can be used for 
error resolution with the BlackLine service team.

This report can be used to analyze spool outputs that have 
not yet been linked to a task and have to be attached to a task 
manually by a user.

These reports shows a full audit trail of all changes that have 
been performed on tasks including date, time and user info.

BlackLine SmartClose—Super User Reports

This report is comparable with the „Scenario execution XL“ 
report but has a different output format.
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